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Have you ever thought beyond a dream  
It’s a very curious thing  
Is the moon so tired? She looks so pale  
Within her shiny veil  
She scales the sky from east to west  
And never takes a rest  
Have you ever looked up to the sky  
And wondered why  
Down here on Earth  
There’s so much worth  
But up there in space it’s just a dark place  
Then ask God why it’s so odd  
Then wonder if we were misplaced down on this 
place  
Have you ever went beyond a dream  
It’s a very wondering thing  
Is constellation Leo really a lion  
Or was someone just lying  
When a soldier looks to the stars  
Do they really heal his scars  
Beyond the realism of time and space 
Does someone hold a smiling face  
Or sometimes pretend  
You go transcend  
Across an empty space of light  
So bright  
Or since it’s so silent  
There can’t be no violent  
Is there more to heaven  
Always or Never  
Have you ever went beyond a dream  
It’s a very inquisitive thing  
Is there really life after something dies  
Or is that not right  
Is Aries the ram  
And Virgo the maiden  
Does the Milky Way sway  
Or is it just gray  
Why is Mars so far  
Or all the stars  
Have you ever went beyond a dream  
It’s beyond a dreamer’s dream  
Will you ever see a golden globe  
Or an atoms lobe  
I wish I was sure if space was so pure  
What happens with the Sun  
When its light is done  
If I could travel beyond a dream  
I know it will be a unique thing  
But would it be worth it  

Just to go an orbit  
Up past the sky  
And become a spy  
Would it be possible  
To do the impossible  
And watch the crowds of clouds  
Drown into shrouds  
Could I feel  
Even if it’s not real  
Would it be it  
But that wouldn’t fit  
Or an illusion  
That’s full of confusion  
Have you ever dreamed beyond a dream  
It’s such an unusual thing  
Who stops to think of such things  
Would I take a flight up in the night  
Would I die  
Then could I fly  
Or will I weep  
And leave in the deep  
Will someone be blamed 
And put to shame  
Will I see all the stars light  
In my sight  
During this nightly flight  
Have you ever thought beyond a dream  
It's a very extraordinary thing  
Will I ever pass the moon  
That looks just like a silver balloon  
Can her phase  
Ever be erased  
Or does her face  
Hold to much grace  
Would you reply  
Or always deny  
Does Earth really look like a Blueberry  
Or is that just a fairy  
If I go threw an eclipse  
Could I get a glimpse  
Will I wake  
And realize its fake  
When Orion rises  
Does it take much of the skies  
Did the creator of the Universe compound the whole  
When he divided it up in so many souls  
Have you ever thought beyond a dream  
That’s beyond a dreamer’s dream 


